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WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICE

USING TIME-VARIANT ANTENNA MODULE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATION

This application is a divisional of U.S. application Ser.

No. 13/996,516, filed Oct. 7, 2013, now U.S. Pat. No.

9,350,394, issued May 24, 2016, which is a national phase

entry under 35 U.S.C. §371 of International Application No.
PCT/US2011/065629, filed Dec. 16, 2011, the contents and

disclosure of which are hereby incorporated by reference in
their entireties.

FIELD

Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to

the field of wireless communication devices, and more

particularly, to a wireless communication device using a
time-variant antenna module.

BACKGROUND

Decreasing form factors in wireless communication

devices coupled with a proliferation of wireless protocols by
which the devices couple with various networks are chal-

lenging device design. Some designs employ a large passive

antenna that is capable of covering a full radio-frequency
(RF) band, even if the device ultimately operates primarily

or even exclusively with only a relatively small subset of the
RFband.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments will be readily understood by the following
detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings. To facilitate this description, like reference
numerals designate like structural elements. Embodiments

are illustrated by way of example and not by way of
limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings.

FIG.1 illustrates a transceiver in accordance with some

embodiments.
FIG.2 illustrates a transceiver in accordance with some

embodiments.
FIG.3 illustrates a transceiver in accordance with some

embodiments.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart depicting a tuning operation in

accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 5 illustrates a system that may be used to practice
various embodiments described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following detailed description, reference is made to

the accompanying drawings which form a part hereof,
wherein like numerals designate like parts throughout, and

in which is shown by wayofillustration embodiments in

which the subject matter of the present disclosure may be
practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may

be utilized and structural or logical changes may be made
without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.

Therefore, the following detailed description is not to be
taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of embodimentsis

defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

Various operations are described as multiple discrete
operations in turn, in a manner that is most helpful in

understanding the claimed subject matter. However, the
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order of description should not be construed as to imply that
these operations are necessarily order dependent. In particu-

lar, these operations may not be performed in the order of

presentation. Operations described may be performed in a
different order than the described embodiment. Various

additional operations may be performed and/or described
operations may be omitted in additional embodiments.

For the purposes of the present disclosure, the phrase “A
and/or B” means(A), (B), or (A and B). For the purposes of

the present disclosure, the phrase “A, B, and/or C” means

(A), (B), (C), (A and B), (A and C), (B and C), or (A, B and
C).

The description may use the phrases “in an embodiment,”
or “in embodiments,” which may each refer to one or more

of the same or different embodiments. Furthermore, the
terms “comprising,” “including,” “having,” and the like, as

used with respect to embodiments of the present disclosure,

are synonymous.
As used herein, the term “module” may refer to, be part

of, or include an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC), an electronic circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated,

or group) and/or memory (shared, dedicated, or group) that
execute one or more software or firmware programs, a
combinational logic circuit, and/or other suitable compo-

nents that provide the described functionality.
According to various embodiments,the present disclosure

describes a system including an antenna module, the antenna
module having, an antenna, an impedance varying compo-

nent coupled with the antenna and a waveform generator
coupled with the antenna and the impedance varying com-

ponent. The system may further include a radio module

coupled with the antenna module by a signaling interface,
the radio module being configured to communicate a radio-

frequency (RF) signal with the antenna module and a control
module coupled with the waveform generator and the radio

module, the control module configured to receive status

information and to control the waveform generator to vary
a response of the antenna based on the status information.

In some embodiments, the radio module may include a
sensor configured to sense an electrical characteristic asso-

ciated with the radio module and/or the antenna module and
to generate the status information based on the sensed

electrical characteristic. The sensed electrical characteristic

may correspond to an input impedance of the antenna
module and/or an output impedance of the radio module

during operation of the system.
In some embodiments, the impedance varying component

is a varactor and/or the signaling interface is a coaxial cable.
In some embodiments, the system further includesa filter

coupled with the waveform generator and the impedance

varying component, the filter configured to pass a control
waveform to the impedance varying componentand to block

a radio frequency signal from the waveform generator.
In some embodiments, the signaling interface is a first

signaling interface and the antenna module includes a sec-
ondsignaling interface to couple the filter to the impedance

varying component. In some embodiments, thefirst signal-

ing interfaceis a first coaxial cable and the second signaling
interface is a second coaxial cable.

In some embodiments, the system may further include a
circuit board having the radio module and the control

module disposed thereon, wherein the antenna module is
disposed separately from the circuit board.

In some embodiments, the circuit board is a first circuit

board and the system further includes a second circuit board
coupled with the first circuit board and having the radio

module disposed thereon.
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The present disclosure may further describe a system

including a circuit board, a radio module disposed on the

circuit board, an antenna module disposed separately from

the circuit board, the antenna module including an antenna

and an impedance varying component, the antenna module

configured to communicate a radio frequency (RF) signal

with the radio module via a signaling interface, a waveform

generator disposed on the circuit board and coupled with the

signaling interface, and a control module coupled with the

radio module and the waveform generator and configured to

control the waveform generator to provide a control wave-

form on the signaling interface to vary a response of the

antenna.

In some embodiments, the radio module and the wave-

form generator are monolithically integrated in a common

die.

In some embodiments, the system may further include a

filter coupled with the waveform generator and configured to

provide the control waveform to the signaling interface,

wherein the sensor is monolithically integrated in the com-

mondie with the radio module and the waveform generator.
In some embodiments, the filter is coupled with the

signaling interface through an RF transmission line of the

radio module.
In some embodiments, the system may further include a

filter coupled with the waveform generator and the imped-
ance varying component and configured to pass the control

waveform to the impedance varying component and block
the RF signal from the waveform generator.

In some embodiments, the circuit board is a first circuit

board and the system further includes a secondcircuit board
disposed on the first circuit board and having the radio

module, the waveform generator, and the filter disposed
thereon.

In some embodiments, the filter is directly coupled with

the signaling interface. In some embodiments, the radio
module further includes a sensor coupled with one or more

components of the radio module and/or antenna module and
configured to provide status information to the control

module based on sensed electrical characteristics.
In some embodiments, the sensor is configured to sense

electrical characteristics at one more locations within the

radio module andto provide radio status information based
on the sensed electrical characteristics. In some embodi-

ments, the control module is configured to control the
waveform generator based on pre-programmed tuning

parameters. In some embodiments, the control module is
configured to control the waveform generator based on

operational parameters.

The present disclosure may further describe one or more
computer readable media having instructions that, when

executed cause a transceiver to sense an electrical charac-
teristic associated with a radio module and/or a time-variant

antenna module, compare sensedelectrical characteristics to
predetermined desired electrical characteristics, and adjust,

based on said comparing, a control waveform to vary

characteristic resonant frequencies of an antenna of the
time-variant antenna module.

In some embodiments, the instructions, when executed
further cause the transceiver to determine that an absolute

value of a difference between the sensed electrical charac-
teristics and the desired electrical characteristics is greater

than a predetermined value and adjust the control waveform

based on said determination. In some embodiments, the
electrical characteristic is an output impedanceofthe radio

module and/or an input impedance of the antenna module.
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4
FIG. 1 illustrates a transceiver 100 in accordance with

some embodiments. The transceiver 100 may include an

antenna module 102, a radio module 104 and a control

module 106 coupled with one anotherat least as shown. The
antenna module 102 may include a waveform generator 108,

a filter 110, an antenna 112, and an impedance-varying
component (IVC) 114. The antenna module 102 may be a

time-variant antenna module that is capable of dynamically
changing a resonance response of the antenna 112, herein-

after “antenna response.”

The waveform generator 108 may generate one of a
plurality of control waveforms that is provided to the filter

110. The filter 110 may pass a control waveform to the IVC
114 and block radio frequency (RF) signals from the wave-

form generator 108. The control waveform may be in the
low megahertz range, while RF signal may be in the

gigahertz range, thereby facilitating filtering operations of

the filter 110.
The filter 110 may be coupled with IVC 114by a signaling

interface 118 to facilitate transmission of the control wave-
form. The signaling interface 118 may be a coaxial cable.

The control waveform is excited to the antenna 112 through
the IVC 114, which may be a varactor, for example. The

voltages in the control waveform may vary the impedance of

the IVC 114 and result in controlled variations of the
characteristic resonant frequencies of the antenna 112. A

modulation frequency of the control waveforms may be
greater than twice the radio signal bandwidth to meet

Nyquist sampling theorem for transmitting/receiving data
without data contamination.

By varying the impedance of the IVC 114, the antenna

response may be reconfigured to change a resonating fre-
quencyfrom afirst band to a second band, from one band to

multi-bands, and/or from a relatively narrowbandto a rela-
tively wideband. In various embodiments, a control wave-

form that is a square waveform may result in a dual-band

antenna response, a control waveform that is a tri-step
waveform may result in a tri-band antenna response, and a

control waveform that is a sawtooth waveform mayresult in
a widebandantenna response. Varying amplitude, frequency,

and/or shape of the control waveform may result in other
antenna responses without changing the antenna structure.

In addition to or as an alternative of band reconfiguration

of the antenna response, as described above, varying of the
impedance of the IVC 114 may improve antennaefficiency

through impedance matching at the operating frequency.
The radio module 104 maybe coupled with antenna 112

by a signaling interface 120 for transmission of a data-
carrying signal such as an RF signal. The signaling interface

120 may be a coaxial cable. The radio module 104 may

communicate, e.g., transmit/receive, the RF signal with the
antenna module 102 by way ofthe signaling interface 120.

The radio module 104 may include a transmission line 132
to communicate the RF signal with the signaling interface

120.
The control module 106 may be coupled with the antenna

module 102 and provide, e.g., digital control signals to the

waveform generator 108 by a control interface 122. The
control module 106 may control the waveform generator

108 based on operational parameters 124 and/or tuning
parameters 126.

Operational parameters 124, in some embodiments, may
be parameters that relate to an operational mode of the

transceiver 100. For example, in some embodiments, the

transceiver 100 may switch between operating in a first
operational mode in accordance with a first protocol (e.g.

digital television (DTV), long-term evolution (LTE), WiFi,
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WiMAX,Bluetooth, global positioning satellite (GPS), near
field communication (NFC), etc.) that uses a first antenna

response, to operating in a second operational mode in

accordance with a second protocol that uses a second
antenna response. Different operational modes may also be

used within one protocol. For example, the transceiver 100
mayusea first antenna response for uplink communications

and a second antenna response for downlink communica-
tions. Other operational parameters may be additionally/

alternatively used in other embodiments.

The capability of dynamically reconfiguring the antenna
response may allow for the antenna 112 to be smaller than

a conventional antenna and/or mayallow for the use of less
antennas altogether. In some embodiments, the antenna 112

may be smaller than a conventional antenna by 30% or
more.

Tuning parameters 126, in some embodiments, may be

parameters that relate to the operating environment of the
transceiver 100 or its components. For example, in some

embodiments the position of a user’s hand holding a mobile
device hosting the transceiver 100 may detune an antenna

response. In another example, an antenna response may
change from an expected antenna response during installa-

tion and placementof the antenna 112 in the mobile device.

In either example, the control module 106 may control the
waveform generator 108 in a manner to apply control

waveforms with appropriate amplitude, shape, and/or fre-
quency to tune the antenna response to compensate for

undesired changes. In such a manner, the antenna response
may be adapted to a particular environment in which the

antenna 112 is operating.

In various embodiments, the control module 106 may be
pre-programmed with the tuning parameters, e.g., at assem-

bly of the mobile device, and/or may receive the tuning
parameters dynamically through operation. For example, in

one embodimentthe radio module 104 may include a sensor

134 to sense changesin electrical characteristics associated
with components of the radio module 104 and/or antenna

module 102. In various embodiments, the sensor 134 may
include one or more sensors that are placed in additional/

alternative locations in the transceiver 100, e.g., in the
antenna module 102. In various embodiments, the sensor

134 may sense changes in an output impedanceofthe radio

module 104, an input impedance ofthe antenna module 102,
a signal power on transmission line 132, etc. These sensed

changes may indicate that an antenna response has become
detuned. The sensor 134 may generate status information,

e.g., radio status information (RSI), based on these sensed
electrical characteristics and feed the RSI back to the control

module 106. The control module 106 may then adjust the

antenna response accordingly.
In some embodiments, the radio module 104 and the

control module 106 may be disposed on a commoncircuit
board, e.g., printed circuit board (PCB) 128. The radio

module 104 may bedirectly coupled with the PCB 128 or
coupled with the PCB 128 through another circuit board,

e.g., wireless card 130. The antenna module 102 may be

disposed separately from the PCB 128. The waveform
generator 108 may receive power from the PCB 128 by a

powerinterface 116.
In some embodiments, the control module 106 may be

implementedon the wireless card 130 orin the radio module
104.

FIG. 2 illustrates a transceiver 200 in accordance with

some embodiments. The transceiver 200 and its components
may operate similar to transceiver 100 and its components

except as otherwise noted.
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6
The transceiver 200 may include an antenna module 202,

a radio module 204 and a control module 206 coupled with

one another at least as shown.

The antenna module 202 may include an antenna 212 and
an IVC 214. However, in this embodiment, a waveform

generator 208 anda filter 210 may be disposed on the PCB
228, either directly or by being coupled with a wireless card

230 that is coupled with the PCB 228, rather than being on
the antenna module 202.

The radio module 204 may be coupled with the antenna

module 202 by signaling interface 220. The filter 210 may
be directly coupled with the signaling interface 220 at node

216 to provide the control waveform. Node 216 may be on
the wireless card 230 or on PCB 228. Coupling thefilter 210

to the signaling interface 220 at node 216, may reduce the
numberof signaling and powerinterfaces as comparedto the

embodiment shown in FIG.1.

FIG. 3 illustrates a transceiver 300 in accordance with
some embodiments. The transceiver 300 and its components

may operate similar to transceiver 200 and its components
except as otherwise noted.

The transceiver 300 may include an antenna module 302,
a radio module 304 and a control module 306 coupled with

one another at least as shown.

The antenna module 302 may include an antenna 312 and
an IVC 314. However, in this embodiment, a waveform

generator 308 anda filter 310 may be disposed in the radio
module 304. Thus, the waveform generator 308 andthefilter

310 may be monolithically integrated with the radio module
components, e.g., power amplifiers, low noise amplifiers,

matching networks,etc.

Thefilter 310 may be coupled with transmission line 332
at node 316. The transmission line 332 may, in turn, be

coupled with signaling interface 320. Similar to transceiver
200, transceiver 300 may reduce the numberof signaling

interface as compared to the embodiment shownin FIG.1.

FIG.4 is a flowchart depicting a tuning operation 400 in
accordance with some embodiments. At block 402, the

tuning operation 400 may includesensing, e.g., with sensor
134, 234, or 334, electrical characteristics (EC) at one or

more locations within a radio module. For example, the EC
may be sensedat a radio module’s transmission line, which

is coupled with a signaling interface, at a low noise ampli-

fier, at a power amplifier, etc. In various embodiments,
various electrical characteristics may be sensed including,

but not limited to, signal power and output impedanceofthe
radio module during operation. In other embodiments, EC

may besensedat other locations and maybe, e.g., an input
impedance of an antenna module.

At block 404, the tuning operation 400 may include

comparing sensed electrical characteristics (SEC) to prede-
termined desired electrical characteristics (DEC). The DEC

may be a range of permissible or expected values of the
particular electrical characteristics. The comparing of block

404 may include determining whether an absolute value of
a difference between SEC and DEC is greater than a

predetermined threshold value. The predetermined threshold

value may correspond with the range of permissible or
expected values.

If, at block 404, it is determined that the difference
between the SEC and the DECis greater than the predeter-

mined threshold value, the tuning operation 400 may
advance to block 406.

At block 406, the tuning operation 400 may include

adjusting a control waveform. The adjusting of the control
waveform may occur by a control module, e.g., control

module 106, 206, or 306, providing appropriate digital
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control signals to a waveform generator, e.g., waveform
generator 108, 208, or 308. The tuning operation may then

loop back to sensing of the EC at block 402.

If, at block 404, it is determined that the difference
between the SEC and the DEC is less than or equal to the

predetermined threshold value, the tuning operation 400
may loop back to sensing of the EC at block 402.

The transceivers described herein may be implemented
into a system using any suitable hardware and/or software to

configure as desired. FIG.5 illustrates, for one embodiment,

an example system 500 comprising one or more processor(s)
504, system control logic 508 coupled with at least one of

the processor(s) 504, system memory 512 coupled with
system control logic 508, non-volatile memory (NVM)/

storage 516 coupled with system control logic 508, and a
network interface 520 coupled with system control logic

508.
The processor(s) 504 may include one or more single-core

or multi-core processors. The processor(s) 504 may include

any combination of general-purpose processors and dedi-
cated processors (e.g., graphics processors, application pro-

cessors, etc.).
System control logic 508 for one embodiment may

include any suitable interface controllers to provide for any

suitable interface to at least one of the processor(s) 504
and/or to any suitable device or component in communica-

tion with system control logic 508.
System control logic 508 for one embodiment may

include one or more memory controller(s) to provide an
interface to system memory 512. System memory 512 may

be used to load and store data and/or instructions, for

example, for system 500. System memory 512 for one
embodiment mayinclude any suitable volatile memory, such

as suitable dynamic random access memory (DRAM), for
example.

NVM/storage 516 may include one or more tangible,

non-transitory computer-readable media used to store data
and/or instructions, for example. NVM/storage 516 may

include any suitable non-volatile memory, such as flash
memory, for example, and/or may include any suitable

non-volatile storage device(s), such as one or more hard disk
drive(s) (HDD(s)), one or more compact disk (CD) drive(s),

and/or one or more digital versatile disk (DVD) drive(s), for

example.
The NVM/storage 516 may include a storage resource

physically part of a device on which the system 500 is
installed or it may be accessible by, but not necessarily a part

of, the device. For example, the NVM/storage 516 may be
accessed over a network via the network interface 520.

System memory 512 and NVM/storage 516 may respec-

tively include, in particular, temporal and persistent copies
oftuning logic 524 and parameters 526, e.g., operational and

tuning parameters. The tuning logic 524 may include
instructions that when executed by at least one of the

processor(s) 504 result in the system 500 performing tuning
operations described herein. In some embodiments, the

tuning logic 524, or hardware, firmware, and/or software

components thereof, may additionally/alternatively be
located in the system control logic 508, the network inter-

face 520, and/or the processor(s) 504.
Network interface 520 may have a transceiver 522 to

provide a radio interface for system 500 to communicate
over one or more network(s) and/or with any other suitable

device. The transceiver 522 maybe similar to, and substan-

tially interchangeable with, transceivers 100, 200, and/or
300. In various embodiments, the transceiver 522 may be

integrated with other components of system 500. For
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8
example, the transceiver 522 may include a processorofthe
processor(s) 504, memory of the system memory 512, and

NVM/Storage of NVM/Storage 516. Network interface 520

may include any suitable hardware and/or firmware. Net-
work interface 520 may include a plurality of antennas to

provide a MIMOradio interface. Network interface 520 for
one embodiment may include, for example, a network

adapter, a wireless network adapter, a telephone modem,
and/or a wireless modem.

For one embodiment, at least one of the processor(s) 504

may be packaged together with logic for one or more
controller(s) of system control logic 508. For one embodi-

ment, at least one of the processor(s) 504 may be packaged
together with logic for one or more controllers of system

control logic 508 to form a System in Package (SiP). For one
embodiment, at least one of the processor(s) 504 may be

integrated on the same die with logic for one or more

controller(s) of system control logic 508. For one embodi-
ment, at least one of the processor(s) 504 may be integrated

on the same die with logic for one or more controller(s) of
system control logic 508 to form a System on Chip (SoC).

The system 500 may further include input/output (I/O)
devices 532. The I/O devices 532 may include user inter-

faces designed to enable user interaction with the system

500, peripheral component interfaces designed to enable
peripheral componentinteraction with the system 500, and/

or sensors designed to determine environmental conditions
and/or location information related to the system 500.

In various embodiments, the user interfaces could include,
but are notlimited to, a display (e.g., a liquid crystal display,

a touch screen display, etc.), a speaker, a microphone, one or

more cameras(e.g., a still camera and/or a video camera), a
flashlight(e.g., a light emitting diode flash), and a keyboard.

In various embodiments, the peripheral componentinter-
faces may include, but are not limited to, a non-volatile

memory port, an audio jack, and a power supply interface.

In various embodiments, the sensors may include, but are
not limited to, a gyro sensor, an accelerometer, a proximity

sensor, an ambient light sensor, and a positioning unit. The
positioning unit may also be part of, or interact with, the

network interface 520 to communicate with components of
a positioning network, e.g., a global positioning system

(GPS)satellite.

In various embodiments, the system 500 may be a mobile
computing device such as, but not limited to, a laptop

computing device, a tablet computing device, a netbook, a
smartphone, etc. In various embodiments, system 500 may

have more or less components, and/or different architec-
tures.

Although certain embodiments have beenillustrated and

described herein for purposes of description, a wide variety
of alternate and/or equivalent embodiments or implementa-

tions calculated to achieve the same purposes may be
substituted for the embodiments shown and described with-

out departing from the scope of the present disclosure. This
application is intended to cover any adaptations or variations

of the embodiments discussed herein. Therefore, it is mani-

festly intended that embodiments described herein be lim-
ited only by the claims and the equivalents thereof.

Whatis claimedis:
1. An apparatus comprising:

a sensor to sense an electrical characteristic associated
with radio circuitry or time-variant antenna circuitry;

and

control circuitry, coupled with the sensor, to compare the
sensed electrical characteristic to a predeterminedelec-

trical characteristic and adjust, based on said compari-
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son, a control waveform to vary characteristic resonant
frequencies of an antenna of the time-variant antenna

circuitry,

wherein the sensed electrical characteristic is an output
impedanceofthe radio circuitry or an input impedance

of the time-variant antenna circuitry.
2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the control circuitry

is furtherto:
determine that an absolute value of a difference between

the sensed electrical characteristic and the predeter-

mined electrical characteristic is greater than a prede-
termined value; and

adjust the control waveform based on said determination.
3. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising the radio

circuitry that includes the sensor.
4. The apparatus of claim 3, further comprising a coaxial

cable to couple the radio circuitry with the time-variant

antenna circuitry.
5. An apparatus comprising:

a sensor to sense an electrical characteristic associated
with radio circuitry or time-variant antenna circuitry;

control circuitry, coupled with the sensor, to compare the
sensed electrical characteristic to a predeterminedelec-

trical characteristic and adjust, based on said compari-

son, a control waveform to vary characteristic resonant
frequencies of an antenna of the time-variant antenna

circuitry; and
the time-variant antenna circuitry, the time-variant

antenna circuitry to include:
a waveform generator to generate the control wave-

form;

an impedance varying component; and
a filter to pass the control waveform to the impedance

varying component and block radio-frequency sig-
nals from the waveform generator.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the control wave-

form is in a gigahertz frequency range.
7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the control circuitry

is to provide digital control signals to the waveform gen-
erator to adjust the control waveform.

8. One or more non-transitory, computer-readable media
having instructions that, when executed, cause a transceiver

to:

sense an electrical characteristic associated with radio
circuitry or time-variant antenna circuitry, wherein the

sensed electrical characteristic is an output impedance
of the radio circuitry or an input impedance of the

time-variant antenna circuitry;
compare the sensedelectrical characteristic to a predeter-

mined electrical characteristic; and

adjust, based on said comparison, a control waveform to
vary characteristic resonant frequencies of an antenna

of the time-variant antenna circuitry.
9. The one or more non-transitory, computer-readable

media of claim 8, wherein the instructions, when executed,
further cause the transceiver to:

determine that an absolute value of a difference between

the sensed electrical characteristic and the predeter-
mined electrical characteristic is greater than a prede-

termined value; and
adjust the control waveform based on said determination.

10. The one or more non-transitory, computer-readable
media of claim 8, wherein the control waveform is to be

generated by a waveform generator.

11. The one or more non-transitory, computer-readable
media of claim 10, wherein the control waveform is in a

gigahertz frequency range.
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12. The one or more non-transitory, computer-readable

media of claim 10, wherein the instructions, when executed,

cause control circuitry of the transceiver to provide digital

control signals to the waveform generator to adjust the

control waveform.

13. An apparatus comprising:

means for sensing an electrical characteristic associated

with radio circuitry or time-variant antenna circuitry of

a transceiver, wherein the sensed electrical character-

istic is an output impedanceofthe radio circuitry or an

input impedanceof the time-variant antenna circuitry;

means for comparing the sensed electrical characteristic

to a predetermined electrical characteristic; and

meansfor adjusting, based on said comparison, a control

waveform to vary characteristic resonant frequencies of

an antenna of the time-variant antenna circuitry.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising:

means for determining that an absolute value ofa differ-

ence between the sensed electrical characteristic and

the predetermined electrical characteristic is greater

than a predetermined value; and
said meansfor adjusting the control waveform is to adjust

the control waveform based on said determination.

15. An apparatus comprising:
means for sensing an electrical characteristic associated

with radio circuitry or time-variant antenna circuitry of
a transceiver;

means for comparing the sensed electrical characteristic
to a predetermined electrical characteristic;

meansfor adjusting, based on said comparison, a control

waveform to vary characteristic resonant frequencies of
an antenna of the time-variant antenna circuitry;

means for generating the control waveform; and
means for passing the control waveform to an impedance

varying component and blocking radio-frequency sig-

nals from the means for generating the control wave-
form.

16. A system comprising:
a circuit board;

radio circuitry disposed on the circuit board, the radio
circuitry to include a sensor;

antenna circuitry disposed separately from the circuit

board, the antenna circuitry including an antenna and
an impedance varying component, the antenna circuitry

to communicate a radio-frequency (RF) signal with the
radio circuitry via a signaling interface;

a waveform generator disposed on the circuit board and
coupled with the signaling interface; and

a control circuitry coupled with the radio circuitry and the

waveform generator,
wherein the sensor is to sense an electrical characteristic

associated with an output impedance of the radio
circuitry or an input impedanceofthe antennacircuitry,

and the control circuitry is to compare the sensed
electrical characteristic to a predetermined electrical

characteristic and adjust, based on said comparison, a

control waveform, that is to be provided to the wave-
form generator, to vary characteristic resonant frequen-

cies of an antenna of the antenna circuitry.
17. The system of claim 16, wherein the radio circuitry

and the waveform generator are monolithically integrated in
a common die.

18. A system comprising:

a circuit board;
radio circuitry disposed on the circuit board, the radio

circuitry to include a sensor;
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antenna circuitry disposed separately from the circuit

board, the antenna circuitry including an antenna and

an impedance varying component, the antennacircuitry

to communicate a radio-frequency (RF) signal with the
radio circuitry via a signaling interface;

a waveform generator disposed on the circuit board and
coupled with the signaling interface;

a control circuitry coupled with the radio circuitry and the
waveform generator,

wherein the sensor is to sense an electrical characteristic

associated with the radio circuitry or the antenna cir-
cuitry, and the control circuitry is to compare the sensed

electrical characteristic to a predetermined electrical
characteristic and adjust, based on said comparison, a

control waveform, that is to be provided to the wave-
form generator, to vary characteristic resonant frequen-

cies of an antenna of the antenna circuitry; and

a filter coupled with the waveform generator, the filter to
provide the control waveform to the signaling interface,

wherein the sensor is monolithically integrated in a
commondie with the radio circuitry and the waveform

generator.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the filter is coupled

with the signaling interface through an RF transmission line

of the radio circuitry.

* * * * *
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